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A bstract -An equivalent circuit that emulates the
average functional behavior of a saturable reactor
(SR) Is developed and applled to simulate Magnetic
Ampllrler (Magamp) post regulators. The equivalent
circuit produces a voltage coded signal which Is
proportional to the effective duty cycle (DO N ) of
the regulator. The proposed approach converts the
switching circuitry or the Magamp post regulator to
a SPICE compatible equivalent circuit by replacing
the SR and the switched Inductor with their
respective equlvalent-clrcult models. Th~ resulting
equivalent circuit of the system can then be used to
simulate the large and small signal behavior of the
regulator under static and dynamic conditions. The
proposed approach was verified by comparing
simulation results to previously reported analytical
and experimental data. The two sets or Independent
results were found to be In excellent agreement. The
paper demonstrates how the proposed model can be
used to simplify the analysis and design or
practical Magamp post regulators.

II. THE SWITCHED INDUCTOR MODEL (SIM)

The proposed Magamp model is based on the Switched
Inductor Model {SIM) that has been previously described [4]
and extended to many topologies and modes of operations
[5,6]. For the sake of brevity, only the SIM aspects essential
to the present discussion will be presented here.

Close examination of all PWM topologies reveal that
they share three basic blocks (Fig. I): the Power Stage, Duty
Cycle {ID') Generator and Feedback Network. Among these,
the latter is a relatively simple linear network that can be
easily studied, designed and simulated by a variety of
computer aided tools such as electronic circuit simulators. As
already shown [6], the switched inductor (Fig. 2) which is
fundamental to all PWM topologies, can be emulated by the
equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.
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Recent advances in magnetic materials and fabrication
methods have revived the interest in Magnetic Amplifiers
(Magamp) based regulators as a viable design alternative. Of
particular interest is the application of the Magamp as a post
regulator in PWM converters. Notwithstanding the simplicity
of the Saturable Reactor (SR) which is used as a switch in
Magamps, analysis and design of the complete regulator is far
from being simple or easy [1-3]. This is particularly true
when one wishes to examine possible interactions between
the pre and post regulators. This could be accomplish
effectively, if computer aided methods are developed to
alleviate. the burden of complex derivations and computations.

The objectives of this study were to develop SPICE
compatible models of Magamps. The basic premise behind
this approach is that SPICE based simulators are powerful
and readily available tools for electronic circuit simulation.
Hence, once a SPICE compatible model of Magamps is
developed, their analysis and design can be carried out on
readily available, and in most cases already existing, .

computer resources.

JVref

General representation of a switch mode DC-DC
converter .

Fig.l

The SPICE compatible SIM model of Fig. 3 is an average
(low frequency) equivalent circuit presentation of dIe switched
inductor assembly. That is, dIe average voltages and currents
of a PWM converter can be simulated by SPICE (or any
odIer electronic circuit simulator) by replacing dIe switched
inductor widI the SIM. The SIM equivalent circuit is non-
linear since it includes dependent sources which are a function
of two variables. For example, the current source ILDON
(Fig. 3) is function of the average inductor current and the

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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duty cycle, both of which could be time dependent. In the
simple PWM converter, the control variable DON is
gener? i by a PWM modulator. In other cases, such as in
currel11 1Iiode control or in the Magamp post regulator, the
funcllonal dependance between the duty cycle and other
parameters of the circuit is more complex. This functional
relationship is by definition the 'D' Generator of Fig. I. Its
purpose is to produce a duty cycle according to a prescribed
process. The process can be analyzed by simulating the actual
electronic circuits and waveforms of the convener or, as
proposed here, by emulating the mathematical relationships
that describe it. The latter approach will be described in
connection with a Magamp regulator system.
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Fig.2. The switched inductor assembly.

III. nIB SR MODEL

Consider the Magamp post regulator presented in Fig. 4.
The functional relationship of the signals that determine its
behavior can be represented by the block diagram of Fig. 5.
From this presentation it becomes clear that the saturable
reactor circuitry controls the action of the switched inductor.
The predominant duty cycle (DON), is a function of the
parameters of the SR as well as the magnitude of various
signals according to (see the Appendix I for detailed
derivation):

Yo
~ " t>i -'0000' I ~ D

~ 2 L

DON = DQ -IR FM (I)
where DQ is dIe duty cycle of dIe master PWM stage, IR is
dIe reset current of dIe SR and FM is :

FM=~ (2)V X
where V X is dIe amplitude of dIe master PWM wave, KS is
dIe SR constant which in turn is a function of its average
permeability (JlM), dimensional constants (Ae,le), the
number of turns (N) and dIe switching frequency (fS>:

JlMN2AefsKs = le {3)

The basic Magamp relationship of equation (I) can be
emulated by an electronic circuit in which dIe various
parameters are coded into voltages (Fig. 6). The SPICE
compatible Saturable Reactor Model (SRM) of Fig. 6 carries
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Fig.4. The Magamp post-regulator under study (after [3])
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Fig.6. SPICE compatible equivalent circuit for dte Saturable
Reactor Model (SRM).

non linear system and can not be handled by linear algebra
manipulations. Fortunately, all SPICE derived electronic
circuit simulators have a built in capability to deal with these
types of non linearities. The benefit of this is that once a
SPICE compatible equivalent circuit is developed, the system
can be analyzed for its DC, AC (small signal) and large
signal behavior without further mathematical derivations or
manipulations. The definitions of the dependent sources
assuming the averaged model described in Fig. 7 are as
followed:

out the calculation and produces a (voltage coded) duty cycle
(DOf'l'-> VD) as a function of dIe controlling variables: dIe
(volt' e coded) master duty cycle (DQ->VDQ), the PWM
pul~( "mplitude (VX) and the reset current (IR->HIR). The
definitions for the dependent sources of the model, given in
Fig. 6, are as follows:

ED = VDQ -VHIR VFM (4)
HIR = IR (5)
EFM = VFM + VFMVX -KS (6)

where VFM is the voltage coded FM (equation 2).
Note that equation (6) is a simulation based solution of
equation (2). The dependent voltage source EFM is made a
function of the voltage VFM which is the voltage across
EFM itself (eq. 6). This could be true only if the term
(VFMVX -KS) is zero. Hence the continuous numerical
solution of the circuit, during simulation, automatically

adjusts the dIe voltage VFM to be equal to ~ ' as required.

A SPICE compatible equivalent circuit of the complete SR
regulator circuit (Fig. 4) is obtained by replacing dIe relevant
sections with the SIM (Fig. 3) and SRM (Fig. 6). The
resulting equivalent circuit (Fig. 7) can now be an~lyzed
symbolically or numerically. The latter can be conveniently
carried out on electronic circuit simulators such as SPICE [7]
which have a built in capability to perform DC, large and
small signal analyses on circuits which include non linear
dependent sources as in Fig. 7. The non linearity stems from
the fact that some of the sources are defined as a non linear
function of one or more variable of dIe system. For example,
dIe source EFM (Fig. 6, equation 6) which generates the
control voltage VFM is defined as a non linear function of
V X (equation 2).Consequently, the 'D. generator (Fig. 5) is a

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

IDl = IL(l -VD)
ID2 = IL VD
EL = VBVD+ VC(l- VD)

ED=VDQ-VHIRVFM
HIR = I(VJR)
EFM = VFM + VFMVx -Ks
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Fig.5 Functional block diagram of the post regulator shown in Fig. 4.



HSPICE (Meta-Soft...are, Inc., Campt ' .CA, USA)

compatible input file for the complete equiv..Jelll circuit of
Fig. 7 is given in Appendix II.

IV. SIMULA TION RESUL .1 ~

Fig.8. Loop gain (IG'Fcompl: magnitude; <PG'Fcomp :phase)
of the post regulator shown in Fig. 4. Continuous
lines: simulation results. Dots: experimental results
reported in [3] for this post regulator.

As an example to an application of this analysis mode we
present in Fig. 9 the DC transfer function between the error
signal (output of the error amplifier in Figs. 4 and 5) ,to the
output voltage (Vo) and the transistor power dissipation for
various magnitudes of the master PWM voltage ( V x in
Figs. 4 and 5). The DC analysis can be useful in the basic
circuit design phase to insure compliance with the voltage
range of the auxiliary power supply and device dissipations.
2. AC Analysis which simulates the small signal frequency
domain response of the system. This analysis is carried out

The proposed model was verified by comparing the SPf'...F
simulation results of the small signal transfer funl.;tions of
the regulator under study (Fig. 4) to the experimental and
analytical results reported in [3]. The two sets of results were
found to be practically identical. Fig. 8 is an example of a
comparison between the open loop transfer function obtained
by simulation runs of this model and the experimental data
given in [3]. It should be noted that the slight discrepancy
found at the high frequency region are similar to the
discrepancy between the analytical and experimental results
reported in [3].

Application of the simulation model presented here
simplifies the analysis and design of Magamp regulators by
circumventing the need to do any calculation and/or
programing. Since the model is compatible with SPICE and
similar electronic circuit simulation packages, one gets at his
disposal the full power of modern circuit simulators.
Practically all circuit simulators include the capability of
running DC, small signal and transient analysis and include
post processors for graphic display of the results. Since no
extra derivation or computation is required, one can easily test
the behavior of the converter under various operating
conditions. Basic analysis features of pmctically all modem
circuit simulators include:
I. DC Analysis which simulates the steady state conditions
in open or closed loop situations for any given set of inputs
(which can be swept over a desired mnge) .This analysis is
useful to examine transfer functions and steady state values of
voltages and currents in the system.

SWITCHED INDUCTOR MODEL (SIM)
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impedance of the post r(',gulator of Fig. 4 for various values
of the inductoi.S parh-;ltic resistance. As will be discussed
below, AC analysis is an invaluable tool for the design and
ev(1iuation of the control loops in switch mode system such
as Magamp post regulators.
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3. Transient analysis which simulate the time domain
response of the system. This analysis enables one to examine
the large signal response of the system under a given
excitation. For example, this analysis mode can be used to
simulate the transient recovery of the output following a step
change in the load. The simulation results of Fig. 12 shows
the output transient of the post regulator under study
resulting from a step change of the load.
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v. ST ABILITY AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE

after the simulator calculates the values of all relevant
variables at the operating point and linearizes the network
around the operating point. All is done automatically by built
in subroutines of the circuit simulator. Once the linearization
is performed, the simulator can be applies to examine the
small signal transfer function between various points of the
system and to calculate impedances both under open and
closed loop conditions. As an example to this feature we
present in Fig. 10 the open loop transfer function of the
regulator given in Fig. 4 for different ESR values of the
output capacitor. Fig. 11 is another example of the power of
this analysis mode. It depicts the closed loop output

The proposed modeling and simulation methodology can
be used to ease the design chores of Magamp regulators.
Specifically, the proposed approach can help to design the
phase compensation networks in a single or multiple
feedback loop configurations to meet specified performance
goals.

As an example, consider the specific regulator under study
(Fig. 4). From a system point of view this is a two feedback
loop system. The path of one loop, the 'inner loop', is
through the transistor whereas the outer, or main, loop is
through the error amplifier. Since no theoretical tools are
available for the concurrent design of the two loops, a
reasonable approach would 00 to fIrst close one loop and then
the second one.

the inner loop closed). (b) The power dissipation of the
transisitor. For various V x values.
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Fig. 11 Closed loop output impedance of the regulator (shown
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Llie b'ansfer function of the other block marks i.he critical
cross over frequery~y :' which IHl (jro)H2(jro)I=1. (This is
true since an intersecl.ilJn implies 20Log(A)=20Log(1/B) and

hep"e AB=l). Also shown is the total deviation from 1800 of
the total phase shift of the two stages. The deviation at the
('ross over frequency which is by definition the 'phase margin'
immediately reveal the expected dynamic behavior under
closed loop conditions.
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Fig. 12. Transient recovery of output voltage (Vo) and inductor

current (IV following a load changes.

The open loop gain of the inner loop is composed of two
transfer functions in cascade (Fig. 5) from Vo to DO N
(H2(jro)) and from DON to Vo (H1(jro)). These two transfer
functions can be easily simulated by the model presented
here. Fig. 13 depicts the two responses for the original
transistor circuit (without the compensation components
CE.R3). Also shown is the reciprocal of the transfer function
magnitude of the second block (1/H2(jro)). This presentation
is very useful since the intersection of this curve with that of

By carrying out the simulation for various input (PWM)
voltage levels, ESR values etc., one can identify the worst
case conditions for which the phase compensation network of
the inner loop has to be designed. Since detailed discussion of
possible techniques for simulation-assisted phase
compensation design is beyond the scope of this paper, we
present here only the simulation results of the phase
compensation network proposed in [3] (Fig. 4). The
transient response of the proposed compensation scheme,
with a closed inner loop and open outer loop (Fig. 14), seems
to suggest that the design is marginal.

Once the inner loop is closed, one can treat the partially
closed loop system as a module with a given transfer function
and repeat the analysis and design cycle discussed above.

' Following the outer loop design, the dynamic response of the

complete system can be examined by simulation and
compared to the desired one. Specifically, the simulation can
be used to examine the output impedance (e.g.Fig. 11),
audiosusceptibility, and the time domain recovery from an
input or outpur disturbance.
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Ae is the cross section area of the S.R [m4.

Applying Am~l s l~w :

~cI>R = Ae~M~ (17)

where :
le is the mean length of

magnetic path of the S.R [ill].
N is the number of turns of

tt1e SR .
By substituting (17) into (15) :

J.1MAeN
AcI>off= ~IR

By applying Faraday's law to the 'on'
stage, we get :

V -NAcI>onx- AT

(18)
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where :

(20)

Fig. 14. Transient response of the inner loop following a
load charlge.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

(21)

(22)

.1T = .1DT s
.1D is the change in the duty

cycle due to the S.R action.
T s is the switching period.
V x is the input pulse magnitude.
Substituting (19) into (18) and
reauanging :

.1c1>on = Vx.1DTs= ~
N NFs

Equating the flux swing of the
two stages:

.1c1>off = .1c1>on

Substituting (18) and (21) into (22)
and rearranging, we obtain :

LlD = ~IR
leVx (23)

~fining:

Kg = ~MN2AeFg

le
(24)

&PM = v x

By applying the SIM and the SRM, the switching network
of a PWM-Magamp system is converted into a continuous,
SPICE compatible, network. The topology independent SIM
and SRM can considerably simplify the analysis of rather
complicated regulators with multiple feedback loops and help
optimize the overall performance of the converter-regulator
system. The methodology presented here can also be used to
develop an SRM for a voltage reset SR post regulator. Once
developed, the SRM and the SIM modules can be defined as
SPICE (or other electronic circuit simulator) subcircuits and
then applied in the simulation of different circuit
implementations. As will be presented in a forthcoming
report. the models can also be extended to the analysis and
design of post regulators which include current feedback.

The modeling and simulation approaches presented here do
not replace (as yet ?) the human designer. They do help,
however, to reduce the burden of circuit analysis which is
inherent to the design cycle of switch mode systems.

(25)

we get :
ilD = IRFM

The equation of DON is :

DON=DQ-ilD

(26)

(27)
APPENDIX I

Derivation of Equation( 1 )
The SR flux swing at the 'off stage is :

~<l>off = ~<l>R

where :
DoN is the effective duty cycle.
DQ is the input pulse duty cycle.
substituting (26) into (27) :

DON = DQ -IRFM

(15)

(28)

where :
L\<l>R is the flux swing due to IR.

IR is the S.R Reset current.

From the B-H characteristics :
L\<l>R = AeL\BR = Ae~ML\HR (16)

APPENDIX II
HSPICE (Meta-Software Inc. Campbell, CA, USA) Input

File for the Equivalent Circuit of Fig. 7where :

~BR

~HR

~M

is the flux density swing due to IR [Tesla].
is the magnetic intensity swing due to IR [A- Tim].
is the average permeability of the SR

[Tesla/(A- Tim)].

MAGAMP -A VERAGE-MODEL
* Closed loop simulation

.OPT POST $ Enables HSPLOT postprocessor file
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XQ1 TC TB 1E T2N"907A
VIRTC00
RS VE TB RS
RB TB VO RB
RE 1E VO RE
* Inner loop compensation

R3 VO VCE R3
CE VCE 1E CE
* Outer loop

R1 VO VR2 R1
R2VR20R2
VREF VREF 0 DC 2.5 AC 1
EEA VE 0 VREF VR2 MIN=O 1E5
* Outer loop compensation

RF VR2 VCF RF
CF VCF VE CF
CHF VR2 VE CHF
* AC analysis

.AC DEC 10 10 100K

.END
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* Path for library file (for the T2N2907A model)
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+ 00I000I0-I
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RC VRC 0 RC
RLVO03
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* Inner loop
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